Special Area Teachers Workshop
Suitable for Educators K–6

Apply Responsive Classroom strategies to your unique, constantly changing environment

Special area teachers face the remarkable challenge of imparting expertise across grade levels, in small windows of time, often with an entire week between classes. But special area teachers also have a unique understanding of childhood developmental patterns as they help students grow and change year after year.

In this one-day workshop, explore how you can leverage that knowledge to support students in any learning environment, and discover how core Responsive Classroom practices can be used to enjoy the opportunities and address the challenges of special area settings.

Participants will...

■ Identify specific developmental patterns in students across grade levels
■ Generate ideas for how to manage a changing environment that serves a wide range of ages and stages
■ Learn to apply core Responsive Classroom practices in time-pressured special area classrooms

Resources included
■ Special Area Teachers Resource Book
■ Responsive Classroom for Music, Art, PE, and Other Special Areas

“Well paced, useful. Good to connect with specialist teachers from other schools.”
—Morgan, library/media specialist

“Worthwhile.”
—Michael, PE teacher

“Many opportunities to discuss and share out our learning.”
—Taisha, Spanish language teacher

Email educationalpartnership@crslearn.org
Call 800-360-6332, option 3, to schedule this package